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Abstract: Travelers nowadays increasingly seek destinations and activities through which they can immerse themselves in the local culture as a contrary to mass tourism and inauthentic tourist attractions. This has led to the reconsideration of tourism types and other activity involving travelling, such as voluntourism or volunteering away from home, which has earlier been predominantly seen as volunteering rather than tourism. Digitalization has brought opportunities for new actors to provide such services. Apart from the non-commercial activity, volunteering travellers are often willing to pay to enter the authentic scene and act together with and in benefit of the locals. Previous research has already established that Finland has the potential to provide a variety of experiences desired by voluntourists, and spontaneously emerging, uncoordinated voluntourism activity exists in the country. This activity, however, differs from voluntourism in other parts of the world and attracts different tourists. To be able to systematically design voluntourism activity as commercial tourism products, the influence of multiple factors defining visitor’s choice needs to be taken into consideration and understood. This paper aims at identifying the major factors and producing a model of conceptualizing commercial voluntourism services. The paper uses qualitative research data which consists of 70 global actors’ websites in total. Content analysis and quantifying is used. The most typical elements of commercial concepts are identified, and the model for designing a concept is created. The found elements are as follows: destination, significance and amount of voluntary work, traveller’s motives, duration of trip, need of qualification. The model shows that these elements work as dichotomy indicators. The element could be considered as “either – or” type of choice, but some activity could also be situated in between the extremes. For example, the duration of a trip can vary from one day to one year, but some trips’ duration can be less than the maximum and more than the minimum. The model promotes further voluntourism development in the Nordic countries such as Finland but could potentially be used even more broadly. The results reveal the importance of understanding the customer insight, and further steps should include testing of products designed according to the suggested model and studying customer reviews from destinations in the Nordic countries.
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1. Introduction

As a beginning of this paper, we introduce the urge for authenticity, transformation, and regeneration in tourism, as well as how voluntourism could be a tool for accomplishing them. We briefly present what we know about voluntourism and its commercial side, and why better planning is needed for successful commercial voluntourism activity. Digitalization’s role in voluntourism product supply is also discussed.

1.1 The new Needs of Contemporary Tourists

Mass tourism and overexploitation of destinations have turned tourism from serendipity to zemblanity phenomenon (Ajoon & Rao 2020). Conventional tourism is perceived as “good for the economy” but “very harmful” for natural and cultural environments, as well as for the local community, habits, and traditions. Destinations try to regain balance through restricting the number of tourists or encouraging tourism activity in less popular areas. (Glazyrina 2018)

Tourists taking interest and concern with the impact of their travelling on sustainability are referred to by Visit Finland, the state-owned tourism promotion organization of Finland, as modern humanists, and more recently as authentic lifestyle seekers (Glazyrina 2018). Rather than following a trodden tourism path, travellers wish to experience quotidian life close to locals, something truly authentic. This is often referred to as the aim to “live like a local” while travelling, immersing oneself in the local culture and potentially experiencing something unique and unforgettable (Live Like a Local Abroad 2019). There are more benefits to being close and in interaction with the local community when travelling. A survey conducted in 2022 discovered that when having a local guide U.S. tourists recognize the value of visiting places they wouldn’t otherwise find, avoiding dangerous areas, and decreasing the risk of overpaying (Turner 2022).

Travellers are demanding authenticity not only for the adventure and assurance it offers, but also to experience fulfilment and learn new (Das 2018). While personal enlightenment and inner discovery have a history of association with travelling, recently transformational travel has been enlisted as one of the most significant trends of future travel (Melo, Richards & Smith 2021). The substantial paradigm shift is, however, the introduction of regenerative tourism as a further step of sustainability. The idea of regenerative travel is to
contribute to positive impact and improvement of tourism practices, but not by transforming the traveller but rather the destination, to see the world not as a machine being operated from outside but rather as a living organism which is capable of self-generating (Pollock 2019).

1.2 Characteristics of Voluntourism and its Commercial Deposit

In our previous research we have discovered that voluntourism has a stained reputation globally due to the overexploitation of Westerners’ willingness to help, whether it is motivated by altruism or white saviourism, and of the vulnerable position of different society groups in developing countries, being them children, women, farmers, or others, leading to the heavy and malicious commoditization of voluntary work (Röntynen 2022). On the other hand, in countries like Finland, far away from such problematics, we found voluntourism to be almost completely unknown as a term, although volunteer activity involving travellers is taking place continually. The term “voluntourism” is often replaced due to the lack of knowledge, the constraining requirements of funding acquisition, as a means of differentiation from the competition, or just to fit an organisation’s main activity, which makes it extremely difficult to concentrate the development effort for this type of tourism. Often the international volunteering intermediary organizations ignore as a whole that the volunteer exchange conducted by them involves tourism aspects. (Röntynen & Tunkkari-Eskelinen 2022.)

Voluntourism could be redefined to serve the contemporary needs of travellers and destinations. This type of tourism could be a reckoned tool of accomplishing the goals both of transformational and regenerative travel because it allows the interaction of the traveller with local community, the cultural exchange, the learning of new skills, but also the contribution to the sustainability and evolvement of the destination, the minimization of traveller’s footprint and the creation of positive handprint – all this enabled by the co-creation between travellers and locals (Röntynen & Tunkkari-Eskelinen 2022). In order to build sustainable voluntourism without the problems of the past, it should be examined in a more versatile way, and, most importantly, the phenomenon of its commercialization should be studied unbiasedly to enable planned and systematic activity.

Commercialization is often seen in tourism literature as the opposite of authenticity, however, instead of destroying the meaning of a culture-related tourism product sometimes it changes or enriches its meaning (Cohen 1988). In voluntourism, commercialization is undeniable and unavoidable. It is rooted in the fact that tourism is an economic phenomenon. Unlike in other types of tourism, in voluntourism there is a clash of values and a deep polarization between the commercial nature of tourism and the unselfish standpoint of volunteering. The mechanism of them both working together is not black and white. (Röntynen 2022.)

Generally, there are three types of voluntourism according to the level of commercialization: non-commercial, split, and commercial. However, even in its non-commercial extreme voluntourism involves some monetary transactions: the costs of volunteers travelling and staying at a destination are covered by participation fees (of volunteers, hosts, or both) or external funding. Also, even if the trip is mediated by a volunteer association or a digital platform and not a travel agent, the volunteers’ experience is defined by touristic features such as getting acquainted to the local places and culture, visiting sights and events, having touristic costs for food, equipment rental, and transportation because of being in an environment away from home. (Röntynen 2022.)

In this paper we focus on the commercial form of voluntourism where the trip including volunteering activities is being presented and sold as a trip package. Volunteering and voluntourism have been researched mainly focusing on volunteer’s motivation (see e.g., Lopes, Gorete & Poças 2022; Yeung 2004). Understanding one’s motivation for volunteering, however, is not enough to successfully plan volunteering activities, let alone tourism services. To gain a deeper understanding, our research aims at identifying other factors - elements of the service – which affect customer’s decision for undertaking a particular volunteering trip.

1.3 Digitalization and Global Supply as an Opportunity for New Destinations

Historically voluntourism has focused on western volunteers visiting developing countries in Asia and Africa (Röntynen 2022). More recently, other countries like Australia and Iceland have joined the bucketlist of voluntourists – not for developmental reasons but to experience cultural exchange or diminish the cost of travelling to remote destinations (see e.g., Gorga 2021; Care Iceland NGO n.d.). Digitalization has introduced platform economy in the context of globalization (Enachi & Enachi 2020) and matchmaking platforms have broadened the horizons of voluntourism even more, to global dimensions. Some of the most popular voluntourism platforms are Workaway, Wwoof, HelpX (Pitkänen 2020), which by now serve mainly non-profit voluntourism. This kind of platforms allow more unconventional volunteering destinations, such as Finland and other Nordic countries, to enter the global supply.
2. Research Methods

The qualitative research data consists of 70 global actors' websites in total. The websites were chosen based on search words ‘volunteering tourism’, ‘voluntourism’, ‘volunteering + tourism’ in google commercial context (not Google scholar).

The data is read through several times following the criteria of content analysis. The factors (later they are called dimensions in voluntourism content matter) were identified as categories with the help of quantifying analysis method. Categories were found in data driven process without any theoretical frame in use. It could be said demonstrating the grounded theory approach in analysing the data (Strauss & Corbin 1990). The content of the categories was counted and validated in this matter. The categories reflect the factors or dimensions in the final model of this research.

3. Findings

In the operating models of voluntourism, certain elements are emphasized, within which there is measurable variation from side to side according to customer choices. These elements are examined in Figure 1, which emerged as a summary of the analyses carried out. The elements identified to determine the operating model are presented as measurement units of a dichotomous scale. A dichotomous scale means that the element has extremes that determine the choices, and between them there are different selectable variations of the options. In this way, individual action patterns in different voluntourism activities are formed as a spider web pattern (Figures 2 and 3).

Figure 1: A Model of Elements Influencing Traveller’s Choice of Voluntourism Destination and Activity

Figure 2: Example of Evaluation of Customer’s Choices by the Spider Web Model. Product: Finnish Shepherd’s Weeks
In voluntourism, the trip destination can correspond to the attraction factors of the destination identified by tourism, or it can represent a place that is considered completely unknown. Examples of travel destinations identified in voluntourism are development cooperation destinations on the African continent, such as Ethiopia, destinations located in maritime areas known for nature conservation, such as Indonesia, and destinations related to animal husbandry in Asia, such as Thailand. (Volunteer Abroad Made Easy n.d.) The destination of the trip is closely linked to the traveller's motive for choosing the form of volunteering travel.

The voluntary work itself, its content and nature are a significant part of the interest in voluntourism and the lifeblood of its manifestation. Voluntary work can be classified using larger titles or themes, but it is so-called qualitative information. The significance of voluntary work, on the one hand, for the traveller, and on the other hand, for the object of its production, decisively helps to describe the offer of versatile voluntary work as one element of the model. For example, the work tasks in the animal operating environments can be an activity that creates a great transformative experience for one traveller, while for others the work task could be similar to their quotientid life, thus bringing more regenerative benefits for the destination.

Voluntourism is often recognized by the traveller's motive. The motive is best understood when using the positioning of doing voluntary work as primary or secondary activity of one’s trip. A voluntourist either chooses a travel destination according to what kind of voluntary work is available there, or looks for a voluntary work opportunity in the destination of choice. The studies talk about an altruistic form of voluntourism, where the travellers wants to offer their contribution for the benefit of others and only secondarily to pursue the benefit of their own travelling. The other extreme of voluntourism is the traveller's motive, where one aims at the intended travel destination and looks at the possibility of compensating travel-related expenses, such as accommodation or meals, or the footprint of one’s travel by doing a small-scale activity at the destination in return.

The amount of volunteer work during the trip is often up to the traveller himself, especially when the trip is planned as part of the primary motive for tourism. The amount of work done can be measured in terms of hours per day, even if it is spread over several days with different daily durations. The daily schedule of the voluntary work with the orphaned animals shows that there is a programmed day, including daily availability for work even around the clock (Figure 4). At the end of the work effort, the voluntourist gets to meet peers and participates, for example, in some evening program in accordance with the local culture. In the presented program, there is less time for that than for volunteering.
The duration of the trip is typically from a single day to even a whole year. Months long voluntourism trip is typical for the traveller’s contemplation stage of life offering time for reflection. According to Holmes and Smith (2009), during a two-week trip, a few days are used for voluntary work. The entire time at the destination or most of it is used for voluntary tasks. Some of the sites require the volunteer to commit to a sufficiently long period of voluntary work because of the preliminary stage of orientation. For example, a farm in Wellsville requires a stay of at least four weeks, unless the applicant has special construction or engineering skills (Host 7424 n.d.).

The need for competence of the volunteering activity can be evaluated to measure the competence, knowledge or skill and experience required by the tasks. Some voluntary work in the destination may be intended for a limited target group. An example of this is a person doing teaching or nursing work in their home country, who can go to a destination where exactly these skills are needed to perform the voluntary work. In some sites, the volunteer is required to have experience or training suitable for the task, but those who want to volunteer can also find sites and tasks online, in which it is enough to get acquainted to the tasks onsite. Volunteering could also be something that does not require special skills or specific conditions to perform it. For example, cleaning or forest thinning work can suit everyone, as long as basic rules are established as a start.

4. Discussion and Recommendations

This paper searched for commercializing solution in voluntourism. The model resulted from the website analysis is suitable not only for stakeholders’ service design activities but also explaining the type of tourism in which the customer is actively fulfilling the content of his/her trip. It is somewhat rare to choose a tourism destination based on how one could contribute with the professional competence. Voluntourist requires this type of planning, and it is why the model differs from other listings for the commercial purposes.

As Enachi & Enachi (2020) mentioned, platform economy is appeared in voluntourism in the context of globalization and matchmaking. The model as an outcome of this research is also fruitful in this matter. The customer can choose service options that have been created based on the model dimensions. The search could be easier when using the dimensions as criteria, and therefore it is suggested applying in matchmaking platform context.
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